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The Wooster Vo GE

COLLEGE WALK-OUThe Soots walk out to Highland for their
annual picnic supper tomorrow. Fellowi
and girl will gather at the rock at 5 p.m.
and walk in changing couple to the park.
T

y

WOOSTER, OHIO, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 2, 1941

Overholt Residence Becomes New College Conservatory
Annual Walk-ou- t
"Brings Together
'41 Student Body
Group Gathers at Chapel
Before Trip to Highland
Park Tomorrow Evening

Number 3

Faculty Grants Holiday
For College Anniversary
Index
Wins Minnesota U's

Sponsors Extend Date

Give Honors to 8 Annuals
Out of 51; Beem, Editor

Deadline for the stories on the
most interesting summer job experience to be submitted in the contest sponsored by the Voice, the
Wooster Alumni Association, and
the College Newt Service, hat been
extended to Friday, Oct; 10.

rating has been
awarded the Wooster Index for 1941
by the National Scholastic Press of
the University of Minnesota, Eugene

Eastman - Revises
'The Old School'

.

nors

ill

'

All-Americ-

Beem,

Schedules Vic
Dance
October
.

Wooster Men
Enter U.S. Army

56

1

i

,

0

Fa cts In

Review

If anyone has additional information about Wooster men in the
service and knows their present ad-

By STAN COATES

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 24
dress, please motif y Miss Marguerite
inflicts severe damage in Texas,
Mull in the Alumni office.
heads for army maneuver area . . .
Fire rages over Standard Oil Refin- Hayden, Art Saalfield, and Joe Dodds.
ery at Whiting, Ind.
From the present junior class of '43
THURSDAY Dodgers win first are Al Moir, Norman Wiebusch, John
Bob Ford.
pennant in 21 years . . . Windstorm Benton and
class of '41, the following
the
From
sweeps over Ohio.
"the service: Richard Wal- FRIDAY
Three more British are now in
battleships being repaired in U. S. lace, William Culp, Hiram Tindall,
Donald Lusk, Philip Landes, Warner
. . . Nazis brace their people for a
Hur-rican-

e

Robert Lowery, Robert
continuation of the war through the Morse,

Bord-ne-

r,

Alexander

winter.

SATURDAY Fourteen cargo ships
launched; largest mass launching
since "World War I
U.
relations become strained again.

...

S.-Jap-an-

cse

Slapnicka resigns as
SUNDAY
general manager of Cleveland Indians.
Exactly one year ago manager Oscar
Vitt resigned . . . Russians
Leningrad and Crimea safe.

claim

Federal judge finds
MONDAY
Harry Bridges is a Communist, and
orders him deported. But Bridges has
several appeals left . . . British bomb
Turin and Genoa . . . Martial law
rules Czechs.

, ;

.

-

and Hull

R.
--

Drysdale, Fred Harrington, Dan Remigio, Bruce Powers,
Paul Lamale, Walter Lyle, Dick Gren-ert- ,
Earl Zeigler, Jack Morris, James
Wise,' Hunt Myers, Verden McQueen,
Wilson Com pton, Jr., Bob Ricksecker,
Bob ,Jaffrey and Bob Weimer.
From the class of '40: Arthur Cor-rel- l,
Robert Ewing, Robert Kerr, Oliver
Hasenflue,
George Joseph,
John
Ralph Redmond,
Mack,
Arthur
Cowles, Bob Brand, Howard Shaw,
Glenn Griebel, Bob Mills, Jim Stoll,
John Moser, Elvin Kintner, Donald
T. Ralstonv Frank Thatcher; John
Miner, Robert Dodds, , Robert Ritter,
John Smucker, Bob Canon, and Earl
Cline. :
,

,

Rudolph

parachuter,

Faculty Changes College
Thanksgiving to Nov. 20
Thanksgiving

will be observed Nov.

20 instead of Nov. 27 i the date orig-

inally scheduled, it was decided at the
September faculty meeting. The 'college holiday will begin Wednesday,
Nov. 19, at 5i30 p.m. and classes will
All Americans convene on Monday, Nov. 24, at 8
IMPORTANT
must decide a momentous question. a.m. The usual system of fines for class
Whom are you. betting on in the cuts within 24 hours of the Vacation
period will hold for the new holiday.
World Series?

..

jeditor,

was

informed Monday

by Frederick. L. Kildow, director.
!
Of a total of 239 college yearbooks
entered, 43 received this excellent-superio- r
rating. Only eight of the 51
submitted in the 500-99- 9
enrollment
class were given this distinction.
In his rating of the Index, the
judge" said :
"The thoroughness with which you
have photographically covered a year
at Wooster is remarkable."
The administration and instruction
section of the book was judged truly
outstanding. The athletic pictures were
classed as definitely superior. The content, pictures, arrangement, and features of the school life division all
received superior rating.
The informal snapshots in the senior section received special commendation. The part Vf the Index dealing
with the work of the school as a whole
was judged superior.
v
The 1941 Index, ' edited by Eugene
Beem, is the first since that of 1937,
of which Ted Davies was editor, to
receive this distinctive classification of
,

Courtesy Daily Record
to the Overholt residence," said Prof-feso- r
Neill O. Rowe, head of the music department, "the 18 rooms of the
house will be used largely for studios.
At its present location, there has been
great need for more space for teaching facilities." The Rowes, who now
occupy a portion of the present Conservatory building, wil) make their residence elsewhere.
The Overholt residence is built of
light-facebrick anrd harmonizes with

other buildings of the campus. It is
a
building, with a semibasement, built by Mrs. J. S. R. Overholt and her brother, the late H. C.
(Continued on Page 4)
three-stor- y

Complele Enrollment
Totals 865 Students
Eight

hundred
students,
than a year ago, are enrolled
sixty-fiv- e

42 less
at the college this semester, the registrar, Arthur F. Southwick, announced
late this week. There are 407 men and
.
461 women registered, not including
two graduate students.
Applications this year for the Woos- ' Seniors have 78
men, and 88
ter Symphony orchestra were more womenf for a total of 166; juniors
numerous than ever before in the his- have 93 men and 86 women, for 179;
tory of the Organization. With the sophomores, 110 men and 128
womfilling of two chairs in the trombone en, for 238; and
freshmen, 125 men
section, the orchestra will have a full and 158 women, for 283.
symphonic complement,
The two
openings resulted from the graduation of the entire section in last year's 10 Upperclassmen Qualify
.
class.
For C. P.
Flying Class
The next weeks, says Professor Daniel Parmelee, director, will be spent in
John D. McKee, coordinator of
reading the program for the Decem- the Civilian PilotJTraining course,
ber cotfeert. 'Therefore, no applica- has announced the names of the ten
tions for membership can be consid- upperclassmen who have successfully
ered later than Wednesday, Oct. 8. passed their examinations and have
At that time permanent seating for been selected for the pilot training".
the season will be arranged. Accord- Courses in the ground school phase being to Professor Parmelee,' the talent gin immediately.
of this year's symphony is the best
Seniors who have been chosen are
in the aggregate of any year so far, Bill Kevan, Edgar Merkel, Tom Perand he hopes "to tackle Brahm's kins, Bob Steiner, and Eldon Wheeler.
First Symphony".
Juniors are Jack Boyce, Harry Eicher,
New freshman members are: vio- and David Husted. Rex Hartzler and
lins, Ruth Eveleigh, Helen Polaschack, Carl Robinson from the sophomore
Ruth Frost, Helen Murray, Edith Cun-nek- class will take the course.
Harriet Calkins, Margaret Dick,
Meteorology, navigation, civil air
Anne Widener; violas, Lauralynn regulations, and general service of
Parkerson; cellos, Martha Childress, aircraft will make up the 72 hours of
Arthuf Palmer; flute, Eleanor
instruction in ground school courses.
oboe, Don, Zavala; bassoon, As soon as enough work has been
Frederick Stead; clarinet, Norman completed on the ground, the flight inKrebbs; French horn, Russell Barnett; struction will begin at the Wooster
percussion,
Gordon Roward, Carol airport.
Bender.
Charles B. Moke, Charles O. WilNew sophomore members are James liamson, and Earl W. Ford will conThomson and William Mershon, clar- duct the ground work, while the flight
inets,
instruction will be given by the Shuey
Air Service with Walter A. Shuey
and Roth Benner as instructors.
d

Frpsh Applicants
Swell Symphony

.

T.

e,

Sch-lech-

t;

i

Peck Plans Special

Dr. Fred Eastman, '08, author of
the Homecoming play, 'The Old
School", has written an entirely new
third act. He felt that this act, as he
had previously written it, had too
many long speeches and not enough
action.
Dr. Eastman has included all the
characters in the play in the new third
act, and also several dramatic incidents which were not present in the
former writing.
In the opinion of those who know
the play, he has made a vast improvement. All the actors are enthusiastic
over the new presentation.
In view of the fact that there is
only a four or five week period between the opening of college and the
Homecoming play, quite a burden is
imposed on the cast1 to get the play
ready for presentation. Rehearsals,
however," are going pn at a steady
pace. The cast began work on. the
third act last night.
--

Celebrations Start Oct. 16;
College Dedicates Tablet
To Founder James Reed
.

College classes will be dismissal
at noon on Thursday, Oct 16, and
will not convene until the following
Monday, in order to make it pes'
sible for the students to hear the
alumni lectures in connection with
the 75th anniversarv cplehntinn
Student and faculty committees in
connection with the celebration and
day have been announced. ,
At the faculty meeting Sept. 29 it
was announced that the one and
day holiday would be given the
students'' but they will be expected to
attend the lectures.
Dr. Wallace Notestein, Dr. George
Luccock, Dr Howard Lo wry,. Dr.
Robert G. Caldwell, Dr. John G. Ma-teer, Dr. William H. Taeusch, Dr.
Arthur H. Compton, Dr. Robert E.
Wilson and Judge Carl V. Weygandc
are some of the alumni scheduled to
appear on the program.
Tablet is Dedicated
A bronze tablet in memory of
James A. Reed will be dedicated at the
opening exercises on Thursday, Oct.
16. The inscription will read:
Home-comin- g

one-ha- lf

In Memory of
JAMES ARMSTRONG REED
1830-189-

0

Riding across this hilltop a late
September afternoon in 1865 he
halted and gazed upon the wide
valley and then dismounted, knelt
Dr. Eastman, who observed reheardown, and prayed that here should '
sals last Friday, is very much pleased
stand a college dedicated to the
with the casting and the progress that
glory of God and to humane
has been made. According to the dilearning.
rector,' Prof." Delbert G. Lean, the
The wording of this inscription was
play promises to be a huge success. planned by President Charles F. Wishart, Dr. Wallace Notestein, and Dr.
Howard Lowry, two alumni on the
Congressional
board of trustees.
There will be
eating in Hold-eA. special faculty committee has
basement and Kenarden dining
Gruber Give
been named for this celebration. Dr.
rooms for a period beginning Mom
(Continued on Page 4)
day, Oct. 6.
Permission has been
"The Defense of the Importance of
granted by Pres. Charles F. Wishart,
Dean Rachel MacKenzie, and Miss a Congressional Club on the Campus"
Mabel
Little, and if the trial proves was the subject of he thesis given by
successful, more extensive plans will Paul Gruber, speaker, at the first meeting of the Congressional club. The
be announced.
meeting
was held on Monday at 7 p.m. Committee Limits Couples
On Monday, Oct. 6, Wednesday,
the
Congressional
in
room in Kauke
Oct. 8, and Monday, Oct. i3, dinner
Bigelow,
Harry
hall.
clerk, and Eu- Attending Formal to 225
will be served. to. the
groups in
gene Beem, treasurer, are the other
lower Holden and Kenarden
The Men's Self Government Assoofficers.
Tables will be assigned by lot,
for the first time in its history
ciation,
and Hoover women will eat at KenThe following new members took will sponsor a dance, which has been
arden, while Kenarden and Douglass the oath of allegiance: seniors Johnlabeled the first "really big" dance
men will be divided between Kenarden ston Lewis, Douglas Walline, and Elof
the year. The M.S.G A. dance, a
'
and Holden.
don Wheeler; juniors Glen Bryan, formal affair, will be
held Friday, Oct.
The lists which were posted in the Bob Edwards, and Robert West;
24, in the gymnasium.
dorms to. gather indication of inter- sophomores
John Bathgate, . Al
Bob Hayes, president of the M. S.
est were signed by more than 70 men Linnel, and John Smeltz. The adopG. A. has announced that a 450
and an equal number of girls.' An- tion of party whips and party platbudget has beenet for the dance.
other list will be posted for names of forms completed the program.
Attendance will be limited to 223
those who will definitely take part in
couples, with all bids being handled
the trial period. As the number which
Deans Set Sat. Deadline through the nine sections. Sections will
can be accommodated is limited, these
be alloted bids in proportion to the
lists will be closed as soon as enough
number of members they contain.
men and girls have signed, and anothNo schedule changes can be made
Tickets are priced at 2 per couple.
er list will be started for future trials. after Saturday, Oct. 4, the office of
Hal S tree per is chairman of the
Lois Wilson, Eleeta Brown, and the deans announced this week. Schedcommittee missioned with the task of
John Bathgate are the students who ule change slips must be signed and
securing a "name' band for the ocare responsible for' the agitation in returned to the Office of the Deans
casion. Suggestions forwarded the idea
favor of
eating and they have by Monday, Oct. 6, or they become
of a Negro band, but final plans are
arranged for the trial periods.
invalid.
as yet immature. Other members of
the
band committee are: Bill Devitt,
"" """" "r"""-- ' "
and Bob Coper""
Last night the M.S.G.A. appointed
Paul Gruber, Charles Ireland, and
Eugene Beem to fashion the decorations for the M.S.G A. dance.
The program committee selected to
round out plans for the formal includes: Les Thomas, Clarence Bailey,
and Bob Dailey.
' The Self Government
group will be
host to freshman men on the same
evening as the dance at the
Open House. The Open House
will serve as an introduction to the
section system for the freshmen.
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New Ealing Plan

Breaks Tradition

Hears

co-e- d
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Thesis

M.S.G.A. Heads

Sponsor Formal

co-e- d
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Freshman Houses Choose These Five as Presidents

Homecoming-Displa- y

"

The Art department will present an
exhibition of old maps and prints
Edduring Homecoming week-end- ,
ward S. Peck, head of the Art depart;.:;f.
ment, announced this week. "
will consist of fifty
. The cojlection
16th, 17th, and 18th century maps
and old prints taken from the famous
Mercado collection, which was originally in Paris. However, this part
of the collection will be secured from
the International Art Exhibit Company, Stepney Depot, Conn- .Although the exhibition will be
presented especially for Homecoming
week-enit will be on display in the
Announces
galjer in Taylor hall from Oct.
As another contribution to HomeTry-out- s
Second
coming,- the Department will present
a movie during the afternoon and
Mr. Arthur Kal ten born of the
evening of Oct. 15. The subject will
speech department announces try-oube "The Making of a Lithograph",
for the second Little Theatre presenby the famous American artist,
tation, "Ladies in Retirement' on Oct.
Adolph Dehn. This topic was recently
11, at 9 a.m. The play will be prePictured here are the recently appointed presidents of the five freshman co-e- d
dormitories. Hoover
featured in "Life" magazine. DefinCottara.
--- ,
sented
Nov. 20, 21, and 22. All upper,
.
I wr- .
vt..t- - r-- 1
r.
'
t
r
V
m
it'll
ii
i ne group irom leit to rignt, are Jams Howe, presite times for the movie will be an- ivorner iviuo, voiomai, Westminster nonage, ana muier ivianor.
ident of Korner; Laura Steigner, president of Colonial; Margaret Rath, president of Hoover; Margaret Craft, dm. classmen interested are invited to try
nounced later.
mem vi vv muiiiuivr iuu ?iuiB uvvitKiii, rrc9iutaii ui iviuiertuunesy Lauy Ivecoru.
out.
--

--
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Bread rationing
WEDNESDAY
today.
Italy
The Italians
effective in
bread
eaters in Eurare the biggest
effective
New taxes
in U. S.
ope .
Americans
are the biggest
today. The
world.
the
tax eaters in

an

.

--

F. D.
TUESDAY
parley
.
hold important
Hess, champion Nazi
wants to go home.

.

1941 Wooster

Tomorrow, Oct. 3, the annual walkout sponsored by the Big Four and
the Student Senate will take place.
Students will meet at the rock in
front of the chapel, the traditional
spot for gathering, at 5 p.m. and will
go in couples to Highland park.
At intervals of several minutes,
whistles will be blown which will be
the signal for all women to stop walking while the men move on five places.
The fellows at the head of the line
. will drop back to the end of the line
.and so have a chance to get acquainted
with the girls back there. Each student will eat with his last partner.
Miss Mabel C. Little, director of
dormitories, has announced that supper will be served beginning at 9:30
at the park. This meal will be in
charge of the regular waiters from the
dormitories and no dinner will be
By GRACE OHKI
served in campus dining rooms.
With .the acquirement of property
In case of rain, announcement will
from the estate of the late Mrs. J. S.
be made in the dormitories as to what
R. Overholt, college authorities are
"arrangements have been made for the
now making plans for transferring
serving of dinner.
the Conservatory of Music from its
present housing site to the Overholt
Voice
residence on Beall Ave. directly south
of the President's home. Announce10
on.
ment of receipt of the property by
the (College of Wooster was made by
The Wooster Voice is holding an
Pres. Charles F. Wishart to the stu.... informal
dance. Friday, .Oct. 10,. in
dent body last Friday at the morning
lower Babcock. Music will be provided
chapel services.
by the senate vie, and refreshments
Conveyance of the property was
will be served. There will be no charge
made through John D. Overholt, a
to Voice staff members.
son who has been in charge of the esAnnually the Voice throws a party
tate of his mother. Though the transusually limited to staff members. This
action was carried out in part by cash
year the evening has been planned as
carpets, paintings, and inpayment;
an informal vie dance with the men
terior furnishings are gifts to the coland women on the various Voice staffs
lege from Mr. and Mrs. Overholt.
' inviting their guests in the same man"In transferring the Conservatory
ner as for a dorm or section dance.
Rickards is chairman ' of the
, Dot
dance which will be from 8 to 11 p.m.
Bids are being issued to Voice members including the freshmen who are
listed as "cubs". Admission will be
by bid only.
List of Names Represents
The Voice members number nearly
Classes of '40, '41 .and '42
100 students divided among the reporting,' editorial, sports, business,
Wooster men who have been drafted
make-up- ,
and circulation departments,
for
the selective service or have volunand including columnists and feature
teered
in branches of the military
writers. Plans for the dance are' to
have been announced in a
service
couples.
accommodate from 80
tentative list by the alumni office.
Men who would have been graduated this year in the class of '42 are
Dick Eicher, Don McCarley, Jack

.

ga

1

AU-AmericaiuHo-

'I:

all-colle-

Official Student Publication of. The College of Wooster

Volume LVIII

to-10-

ALL C0LLEC2 DANC3
New selections, a shorter intermission, and
Frankie Reynolds again at the baton, will be
highlight of the
dance Satutdaf
night in' the gym, 69 cants a coopU.

START SAVING

Little Theatre
For

0.

Play
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OR MIGRATION DAY
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There's the one about the man, who, after
drinking his martini, ate jhe glass down to the
istem and then tossed the stem over his should-- .
er. He ordered another and did the same thing.
When he had walked away, the bartender
turned to another imbiber and- remarked,
4That guy must be crazy!--

.
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STAFF ASSOCIATES
Haines Reicbel, Dorothy Rickardi. Grace Ohki,
Martha Stark,. Gordon Gray

ASSISTANTS

Edith Beck, Herb Ervin, John Stranahan, Lois Schrocdcr,
Phyllia Johnaon. Roeer Beck, Margaret Neely, Peggy Welah,
Ellen Vaugh,
Ed Morria,
Betty Steiner.
Betty MacPhee.
ohn Gebhardt, Betty PJ6tt. Nancy Ruth, John Stalker, Ed

BUSINESS ASSOCIATES

Closely he cuddled up to me
And put his hands in mine,
Till all at once I seemed to be
Afloat in seas of brine.
Sabean odors clogged the air
And filled my soul with dread,
Yet I could only grin and bear
When Willie wet the bed.

-

Ruth Twitchtll. Carroll Reed. Phyllia VanDuzcr.- - Carol Ber
wick, Barbara Haas, Elinor Ehrman, Hank Miller, Bob Doug-- .
,
lau, Glenn Bryan, George Koch,, Jane Needham.

Against Repeal!

Tis many times that rascal has

.

The much discussed neutrality act, which
has recently become so unpopular in adminis-tratiocircles is perhaps our last bulwark
against the rising flood tide of war. If the
interventionists succeed in knocking the props
from under it, there can be little hope left
n

Ah, me! those happy days have flown,
My boy's a fathe, too,
And little Willies of his own
Do what he used to do.
And I, ah, all that's left for me
Are dreams of pleasures fled.
Our boys ain't what they used to be
.
When Willie wet the bed.

--

.-

WILLIAM SLAUGHTER
EATS RAZOR BLADES AND

'

But it is still some deterent, however slight.
Its restrictions considerably slow up our hell'
bent rush to the slaughter pit. Without it
the administration will be free to send ships to
the very docks of England. And who can
doubt that full advantage will be taken of
the opportunity? Naturally Germany will at'
' tempt to sink some of this shipping. We would
do the same in her position.

--

'

the

rmPWj1
liWS

Mark time! When? Friday, Oct.

Where?Ye -- olde -

rock.-What?-

3

at
--

-The

p.m.

5

which promises to be a big success
under supervision of the Student Senate. Lads
and lassies will form two lines and cultivate
acquaintances while meandering in the general direction of Highland park: ""

walk-ou-

......

t,

Jus t'Ad Libb i n g

Decides Against Isolation
'

'

.

.

.

'

p

Mix 'Em Up!

y

.

There will be food for all, under the
the Big "Four. This' is an
turn-ouand, just as a reminder, the dorms

co-spons- or,

all-colle-

Once and for all the
eating issue
should
settled.
be
In
years
groups
minority
past
.
on the campus have agitated for the change
and through the untiring efforts of several
members of the 6tudent body the plan this
year is practically a reality.
We might just as well face the factsi The
social program is so inadequate that less than
50 percent of the girls are dated Whose
fault is it? Frankly, the men are to blame.
They are the ones who must take the first
"step. Tf they refuse to daterthe women must-ke- ep
to themselves. This is where the social
program is at fault. There are not. enough
dateless affairs.
Co-e- d
eating is a step to remedy this sit'
nation. The plan, if successfully carried out,
would provide a common meeting place for
college men and women of all classes. Friend;
ships would be made that otherwise never
would te cultivated and it would make for
much closer association with other members
of the student body.
The administration has endorsed the plan,
and many 6tudents have already expressed their
willingness to try it. The rest must cooperate
' and
tall into line.
co-e- d

--

ge

t,

out-produ-

will not be serving meals Friday evening, so
if you're an introvert, we still hope you'll get
hungry enough to join us.

After

un-constructi-

the walk out, LIVINGSTONE
LODGE throws open its stone portals and
proclaims open house, enticing the fair sex
with a festive evening of games, dancing, and
that prime requisite:, refreshments, of course.
Partying will be from 7:30 to 11 p.m.

"

'

--

" Also"

ve,

.

SqqUield Shows Versatility as Poet
In Second Article on Life in Camp

--

This

Then you know you've been a soldier,
And the hardships and the trials
Will in later years to come
Bring many laughs and smiles.

the second in a series of
three articles to be written on
camp life by Pvt. Art Saalfield,
x'42, stationed at Camp Shelby,
Miss, The author submitted po- etry instead of prose, but the 7
lines express his - experiences so
well and in such a fine manner
that we have decided to pass it on"
to the reader.

.

is

When you've drunk your best friend

under,
And gambled 'til you're broke,
And spent your pay months ahead,
And bummed a pack of smokes;
When you've met all kinds of people,
T
Arid the apple you have "dusted,".
And have climbed up through the

--

Oh yes! Phi Delta Sigma (FIFTH SECTION to youse) has seized the- "home of the
widows" for an informal'interpretation of the
terpsichore also A. W. (after walk-out- The upperdass "sharpies" propose to gambol'
to a bit of that righteous jive (if the vie holds
out) and ,say: 841 p.m. will do very nicely,
thank you!
-

).

Silence!

,

The silence rule in the library is almost extinct. The men can't study in Kenarden because there is too much shouting, and the girls
can't study in. Holden because there is too
much tittering.
Since the library is the most commodious
facility made available to the students, the
Librarians should never hesitate to enforce the
quiet rules.
Too many students have to work in the.
library to tolerate any excessive talking and
laughter. Those' students who are disturbing

Saturday sees no game, but rhythm will predominate in the gym as that Reynolds man
is here again to set feet tapping, female hearts
hoping, and a general masculine trend to dig
down in them thar jeans for the almighty dollar. Tired feet is not too disturbing a malady
for the weaker sex, so follow that old Sherlock
Holmes advice, boys, and cherchez la femme- for that
p.m. date "Saturday. This gala'
affair should climax another happy week-enfor you, and you, and you.
8-1-

t

1

d

.

We were casually scanning the
newspaper one day last week, as all
alert and conscientious Wooster peo- pie do, and in the process came across
a . very small, obscure article which
rather touched us. The only reason
that would account for it having at-tracted us was its singularity among
all the communiques from the battle- in New York about "bomb- ers" and bums, and mobs assembling,
and words like Yogi, hinting at or- iental - infiltrations- ,- In the - midst of
all this, this little item served as a
reminder of more distant battles
that won't be settled in seven games,
let alone four.
.
Journal Begins Campaign
The article, which as we said was
very brief , announced the beginning
of a campaign sponsored by the Tor- onto "Mail and'Globe", a morning
daily, to persuade other journals to
refrain from using the title "Reds"
when referring to the Russians. In its
brevity the reasons for the necessityof such a campaign weren't men- tioned. We assumed, then, they must
be obvious.
For jnstancead another Jerm been
used this last summer, it would kave-be-toserved to dissipate the confusion one
met when he read, "Reds Take Two"
how disappointing also, after the
astronomical figures to which we had
become accustomed. But Cincinnati
wasn't m the running this year and
we doubt if Toronto ever cared, so
evidently jhat was not one of the
reasons. Certainly the title now in use
does not lack color. Think how much
worse the situation would have been
had the "Whites" been victorious in
Russia. Perhaps, though, it is thought
too colorful. A headline like "Red
Troops in Bloody Battle" might be

just a bit too suggestive of the gore
in warfare to readers who are being
asked to help in the mess. As an
"oily word", then, it doesn't help
our side much.
We suspect, however, that more
purposeful motives lie behind this
plan to keep from the public a term
which somehow just doesn't seem
rect any longer. The day when "Red,"
was a derisive epithet meant to recall
riots and liquidations is gone . . .
but the odor lingers on. It is this odor -that is no longer proper, and a
stitute, a perfume perhapsj-'t- o
mask
the odious word is what is needed,
The difficulty involved in searching
for a less pungent word, however, is
that we must of necessity almost, sur- render the wonderful adaptability of
the original to the short,- dynamic,
headline. "Russians" we
must dismiss as too obvious and leave
it for the less ingenious editors, for
use on the back page. "Stalinites"
might be used but who knows when
ole Joe himself might be liquidated,
Besides, in so doing we openly invite
upon ourselves such counter names
like "Rooseveltians"
and that Would
cor-fron- ts

--

sub-gri-

.

'
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When the sun beats down,

--

And sweat flows through your shirt,
And your pack rubs 'your back sore,
And your feet burn 'till they hurt;'

ranks,

And when you have been busted)
When the sun is hot and dusty,
Then you know you've geen a soldier,
And you cannot get your breath,
.And you've served your Uncle Sam;
And your parched throat is swollen,
Despite how tough the going is,
And the best way out is death;
'
You'll never give a damn.
Then you know you've been a soldier,
And if you've made the grade, '
When you've marched in a parade,
You will never regret
And kept up with the best,
The sacrifice you've made. ;
And fought side by side with" others,
And all got through the test;
When your, body aches fosleep,
When you're proud o"f your cotton, ,'
And the rain has soaked you through, And Jceep your chin up high,- - .
'
And the ticks and chiggers bite you, And do your share of griping,
And you scratch until you're blue;
Arid prepare "to do "and die;"
When hunger gnaws' yourst6machj
Then you know you've been a soldier,
'And they pack yoon
truck, V
And. if you made the grade,
And. the dusty roads niffi'shakerf you, You will never regret
And you're at tnebottom of yur The sacrifice you made.
.
luck;
By Arthur J. Saalfield, x'42
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Wanted: Nickname
Nav vhat is needed is' a good
friendly nickname one which would
impress upon t h e world the true
strength of the bond which exists be- '
tween ul in this our struggle against
a common foe. It must be a name
that will express our sincerity to those
whom we succor, and bring a glow
into their hearts. It must possess such
traits as to implant it in the hearts
0f tne American people for a iong
time for the duration of the war,
maybe. And it must be pliable, chamele.

,

lest we commit the tragedy
of giving it such a pleasant connotation that we cannot revert to our
former opinion should conditions so
demand. Such a tragedy occurred with
the word "Finn". Many people have.,
yet to recover. or to. learn how to
By LES GIBIAN
sneer at its mention.. Our own dear
Last Saturday night we danced to
senator, Mr. Taft, is in such a quandthe music of Frankie Reynolds' orary. When asked if he would support
chestra (formerly Larry Grayson's).
a program for 'aid to our comrades
The outfit has definitely made a vast in Russia
he replied that he would,
improvement. Comments were varied
it :
,
but almost everyone agreed that the .L .
,
i
such
aid was not to be used
that
.
.
.. .
brass section, undoubtedly the strong- against the Finns. You see, the poor
est section or the band, really punched " fellow
i ir j l
t it
n
t
l friendly.
l
lulled by the
is being
,
,
.
out. The band seems to have possi- - warmth which paid
debts has imparted
uities and we- are looking forward to tto- the word.
VT
rT anoth- -No, we must avoid
.
,
.
enjoying dancing to them again next
er such tragedy., The task, we admit,
Saturday
AiPCtrtlt
Yn
Lama
t
n4
.
good many people are talking i i
i
lesslv
inadequate
,
to discover, to even
a j sr- I ,
i
i
r which
i
about
,
.
Kirk s colored
outfit
out Andy
suggest, a solution; duc we can recis playing at the Famous Door in
ognize the necessity for one, and
New York City. This band may be
wholeheartedly
endorse the Toronto
heard almost any night, on ' station
Globe"
"MaiLand
and wish it all the
WTD
L:
4
11. ja TL- luck
the
We must, yes, we
world.
,
,
in
...
the band is excellent, the section work
, . ,
.
must
calling
our friends names,
.
.
.
.
"op
exceptionally clean for a colored crew,
and the soloists very inspiring. The
M
Library Recommends
outfit boasts one of the finest female
i
dance pianists in the business, Mary
CHURCHILL,
WINSTON L. S.
Lou Williams, whose keyboard work
Bl"-d- .
is featured quite a bit- .Saty- and Tears, A collec-- ,
The "surprise band of the year" tion of the speeches of the Prime
(according to announcements made Minister of England delivered during
on his own program) is Teddy Powell the period from May 1938 to Febru- who is now playing at the Rustic ary 1941. They give an accurate sur- Cabin in Englewood, N. J. Most of vey of the course of the war and are
"
the arrangements are of the swing authentic.
.variety but the combination has also
proven itself capable of playing sweet FARSON, NEGLEY
music with 'fine interpretation. The. Behind God's Back. An account of
soloists are excellent and their ' work a several month's trip through Africa
fits in very well with the style of the just before the outbreak of
the pres- band, which is. an important factor, ent war. The book ..fa therefore,
a
:
The band has many air shots among timely one.
which is an hour program on Sunday
from 3 to 4 p.m. Incidentally, Teddy HARBIN, E. O.
.Powell and Will Bradley are the only
The Fun Encyclopedia. The student
bands who are still will find here suggestions for almost
two
?
playing boogie-woogievery conceivable kind of recreation.
on-like,

Ait air s

of Note

--

"

taffy-pullin- g;

.

ce

,

vying tor 'honors- at that'' sameziime
will be those transfer gals (have you boys no
ticed?). Putting ADAMS HOUSE right on
the map, Prexy Marge Mills proudly acknowledges their first informal social function. Sticky
fingers will ensue from that most delectable of
.sports,
and they shouldn't have
any lack of manpower as I've heard that the
quickest way to a man's heart is through his
stomach! Some pull!

.

s.

,

To add to the fun, Gabriel will blow his
whistle every few minutes and the men will
goose-steseveral paces forward and select
fraulein,
a neyv
for company so polish up,
kiddies, on that rusty gift of gab and make
this a program of "meet the people"

TOR FOOD

"

as-our-

annual

37,5W,X

.

.

cheer has its place
The
the
but
this
place is not fol- game,
at
lowing our school song while the opposing rooters are quiet out of deference to our "Alma Mater."
Yours truly,
Fred Cowgill
"Ow-Wow-

Fraternitv and sororxtv
HOUSES ANNUALLY spend

A

With

Then the old hackneyed slogan "Freedom
mxf the Seas", will be brought out again. How,
much freedom can exist under the conditions
mentioned above is a little hard to see. But
the war mongers don't stop to consider .such
' fine points. "
..,....
Although we' are dangerously near to ' in;
volvement there is still time to reconsider. We
are technically neutral, and should strive to
maintain that doubtful status. It is definitely
preferable to all' out belligerancy. We have
gone as far as we safely dare.

A

COLLEGE STUDENT,

Ralph Donaldson

.

WHITMER

-

VWOTHUMBS'HISWAY
70 MILES A CAY TO
SCHOOL

'

By JUNE

INTERCOLLEGIATE
COMMUTING CHArAP
lONSWP IS CLAIMED
BV WILLIAM HALUSEy,-CALIFORNI-

AGRICULTURAL

.

DATE BOOK

NONE FORME, THANKS.

-

Dear Editor:
A decision for or against isolationWar Department.
ism must be based on all the factors
The Red army has partially
affected by our foreign policy. These
stopped the "Blitz" because the
factors are social, military, and ecobest military leaders were all
nomic. Social isolationism maintains
purged by Stalin.
that staying at home gives us a chance
I know the inside dope about Rus--si- a to improve our society. This viewpoint "
because I read the newspapers!
assumes other social systems have little
Jack Mellin to offer us! Our social system is European Any argument that we are a
Suggests Section Name unit can as well be applied to the
Americas and Europe as a unit.
Dear Editor:
America is easier to defend than
Since every Wooster man is a Scots- any other country in the world. Why
man, since plaid is a most popular not use our production for ourselves,
weave and since the band wears Scotch and desert England and Russia? Isola"kilties" why don't we call sections, tionists cry we should stay at home
clans.
and ' build an impregnable defense.
Norman Wright. Let us remember the assailability of a
fortress depends on t,he forces attacking it. Our fleet couldn't protect us
Disagrees
Editor.
if a victorious Germany built a navy
twice as large
Our approachDear Editor:
. not be maintained if- - Ger- could
es
Ivislricr take issue with-you- r " reman air superiority made possible an
cent editorial, "Beware the Watch
Siberia, and Alaska. A less
Dog." You implied that when Lind- attack via
costly policy is to prevent Hitler's
bergh was denied the right to speak
welding the rest of the world into a
in a municipal auditorium in Oklahoma City, it was a "slap in the face" vast military camp.
for 'democracy. "You maintained that - An impregnable defense depends on
we must be completely tolerant of all as great production capacity as our enopposition in order to retain our' pure emies. If England and Russia fall, we
face an arms race with the combined
democracy.
Here is where I disagree with you: production capacities of Europe and
In order to preserve our democracy Asia. The production of England,-Germanor Russia now exceeds ours.
we must protect it from enemies without as well as decay within. In these The consequences of engaging in an
times of national emergency, we can- arms race with all the rest of the
not allow ourselves to be made power- world, with our capitalism competing
less to protect our democracy through with - the rigid - economic system ; of
disunity and dissension. And that is Germany, with our 140,000,000 peothe slave labjust what Lindbergh and the America-Firs- t ple trying to
Committee are sowing by influ- or of over 500,000,000 Europeans
and Asiatics already producing arms
encing people with their defeatist,
at a rate five or ten times our .own
negative attitud
Therefore I believe that in the interest of are so appalling that their very condemocracy, the expression of this templation demonstrates the futility
unconstructive
isolationist
attitude of such action.
ought to be quelled.
Isolationism is not the policy for
I am not saying that we should not America.
tolerate constructive criticism of our
Al Linnell.

MEMOS irom

'

1he

.

By J. B.

BULBS TO HELP PAY
AT NORTH-

HtS EXPENSES,

WEST MISSOURI STATE
TEACHERS COLLEGE

Dear Editor:
At the close of the pep rally last
Friday evening, the students sang the
Wooster Love Song. After the song,
they, were led in a cheer ending,
"Beat Bowling Green-- " This was O.K.,
but I for one do not favor the practice of giving this cheer immediately
after the Love Song is sung at a
home football game.

.

Field used to say that when his wife, took
the boy away on a visit, he found in their
absence he couldn't sleep till he got up and
poured hot water on his nightshirt.

LIGHT

II

.

-

elements should be removed!

IPS! I

--

Believes Cheer Untimely

--

Soaked all the bedclothes through
WhereatTd feebly light thegas
And wonder what to do.
Yet there he lay, so peaceful like;
God bless his curly head,
I quite forgave the. little tyke
' For
wetting of the bed.

.

for peace.
Of. course the act is far from perfect. It is
no sure guarantee against war. The very fact"
that the president can determine combat zones
at his discretion should dispel any doubts on
that score. His very elastic conception of neu'
tral areas varies with the gravity of the British
cause. The bombing of an American snip in
the Red Sea is only one result of these continually shifting boundaries. Obviously the act
is glaringly ineffective in such a case.

.

When Willie was a little boy
Not more than five or six
Right constantly he did annoy
His mother with his tricks.
Yet not a picayune cared I
For what he did or said,
Unless, as happened frequently,
The rascal wet the bed.

foreign policy, as long as the aims and
methods of that criticism are directed,
in presenting the alternative in a logical, constructive manner. However, I
do not believe that Lindbergh's and
e
the - America-Firs- t
'Committee's
is at. all constructive; in fact, I
think it is destructive to the welfare
of our democracy. Their, attitude weakens our backbone by creating disunity.
Nowadays, if we are to survive, we
can do so only by cooperation. It is
our duty as Americans, no matter what
our Beliefs, to fall in line with the
decisions made in Washington. We
must trust our leaders to be good leaders; our job as average citizens is to
be good followers.
'
Most sincerely,
atti-tud-

Dear Editor:
Last year I heard an adult friend of
mine' say that he was shocked at the
skepticism in the thinking of modern
youth. He said that he thought it was
very . queertheway students seemed .
to get out their "scales" and spend
precious time in weighing the facts of
every statement made. What is to
happen to the scientific inductive
method we've heard so much about?
, I disregarded my scales last summer
and took a newspaper course on Soviet Russia. I read the headlines, the
editorials, and the columns of Dorothy
Thompson, Westbrook Pegler, Gener.
al Johnson and Walter Lippmann.
What did I learn? I learned that:
Hitler decided to fight the Soviets because his ally, Stalin, was
completely under his thumb and
was sending him all the war sup- plies he needed.
(
The Finns are fighting for Hitler because Finland is a little
democratic nation and Baron
Mannerheim is its George Washington.
The Russians are resisting the
ate
Nazis so tenaciously' because they-hStalin's Communism and are
planning a revolution.
The Nazis and Communists
are fighting to the death because
Nazism and Communism are
practically the same thing.
The Red army did not collapse
in ten days because it is made up.
of stubborn peasants who won't
listen to the experts of the U. S.

.

tiuincM Manager

.

Takes Revealing Course

Ever hear of Eugene Field? He was an
American humorist out of the west who flour- ished about J50 years ago. Orie" of his best bits
was Little Willie, which we recite with a
modest blush:

--
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"Yeah," answered the other. "The stem's
the, best part."
...

C

.

"

Diatribatar of CoOagiata Digest

The Voice invites its readers to express 'if
their opinions in a brief and courteous
manner. Each letter must bear the signature
and address of the author, but the name
may be initialed if the' author so desires.
The editor reserves the right to accept
or reject any communication.
I

-
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CAMPUS CAMERA
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Scots Battle Falcon Aerial Attack
--

Ike
j

Of all the things that can be said
of the recent game with Bowling
Green,, most important is probably
that we should swallow our gloomy
word of last week and openly admit
that the old Scot pep and rip was
the order of the dai When the
whistle for the
f
was sounded,
there was plenty of football for everyone until the final horn.
Just a few sideline comments.
kick-of-

Defensively,

,
t

Wooster

was

tops.

The Bee Gees netted a grand total of 15 yards in running plays
and managed to eke out a total
sum of two first downs. The Scot
forward wall was rough and
tough, and seldom was jt Falcon
man able to break their strength.
Lucky foes who managed to
break through the line of
e
were well taken care of by
Horvath, Shinn and Kate. Hard
hitters in only the true sense of
the word.
crim-mag-

In all fairness

the Scots of fen- ive power- ,- fair-w- just- - the word.
Blocking was, very inconsistent. There
as

was all evidence

of times when men
could have bolstered the Scots hope
for victory by ' blocking well. Especially noticeable was the poor pass
protection, due mostly to failure of
blocking linemen. Both teams, had
trouble with their punting. (Take a
look at the statistics).

There is some satisfaction in
considering what the Scots did to
Bowling Green's fleet foot star,
Wellner. When all is counted up
and reconsidered it seems the
Wellner's net loss for the day was
five yards. The little speed demon
hit the Scot forward wall time

getting his feet to carry him where
he wanted to go. However, John was
tough on snaring passes. Captain
Ditch played his usual game. He was
plays and end
tough on
around. Ditch suffered a slight Injury in the final quarter, but we're
standing in hopes that a little rest
will have him back with the squad in
short order. A sock on the head also
off-tack-

le

Fifth, Sevenlh
and Second Top

SltlCT

IniramuTaTLobp

to the Bowling Green nine yard line.
On first down Shinn sneaked through
right guard for 6 j yards. From there
Ditch went over for a touchdown, but
Charging Line Sparkles play was nullified, Wooster being off
sides. This put the ball back on the
A hard fighting Wooster eleven eight yard line where a pass from
had to come from behind, twice Sat- Kate to Ditch promptly placed it on
urday to tie a greatly outclassed the two. From there Ditch went over
Bowling Green team "in a highly 'exciting game.
and out-

Ditch and Halter Hit Pay
Dirt for Wooster; Hard

Sports Editor

HAL STREEPER

--

me

went through right guard for twenty
yards 'where he was tackled. On the
way down the Wooster star lateralled
to Halter who, behind the perfect
blocking of Eicher and Deidrick,
Charging Line Tough
fifty yards for a touchdown.
streaked
The third quarter found the hard
rushing Scot line smothering any at- Shinn's try for the extra point was
tempt of their opponents to get their good to make the score
ground game rolling while ..Wooster
-sF.
---JWooster with the aid of Kate's passing worked the ball down to the B.G.
39 where the Falcons took over. The
half ended a fewv plays later.

Kenarden TV marked up a 6 to 0
in their opening gam whil
Section VI arid I were battling to
6 to 6 tie. Both Kenarden VI and
I have relatively inexperienced teams,
but they will undoubtedly improve as

.

victory

.

--

14-1-

--

-

In the most important game played
thus far, Seventh section defeated

Out-gainin- g

Bowling Green
'
Becher

Position
LE

Randolph

LT

Isel
Krotzer

C

Martin
Ihnat

RG
-

Third, last year's champs, 8 to 0.
Seventh has a
team with
John Strong doing most of the team's
passing.' Danny Cordova seems to be
Third's shining light and will ' give
plenty of headaches to Third's opponents in the remaining games.
Fifth Section, another strong entry, had little difficulty in romping
over Douglass II, 48 to 0. The Sanborn to Cope combination accounted
for most of Fifth's yardage.
well-balance-

d

Wooster
Eicher
Boyer
Colwell
Prentice
Balloon

LG

--

Hoge

.

RE
Stoneburner
QB
Shinn
Ditch
LH
Wellner
.
Healey
RH
Uzak
Kate
FB
Of one thing we are sure. This Johnson
Bowling
Yoder
Substitutions,
Green:
first game gave the Scots a lot to
work out. Our machine is far from fb, Eckert g, Croop t, Questinberry c,
the way we woul(niketo see itTThis Marazon qb, Parmeter t, Grisietti c,
isn't criticism. Just facing the facts. Bordner e, Baldwin g, Mehlow e,
Most important is the fact that there Harris g, Barnes g, Sielschott hb.
Wooster, Glatz c, Bingaman t, Go- is a scarcity of backfield substitutes.
heen
e, Smeltz t, Smith g, Sproull
Coach Swigart and staff are working
hb,
Halter
hb, Clay hb, Horvath rg,
hard and so are the boys, so hold your
qb,
Vigrass
Peidrick e.
patience and wait for the rest of the
:
Wooster
0 7 0
season to put the finishing touches on
Bowling
7 7 0 0 14
Greej
the way you look at things.
.

.

THE LEAGUE STANDINGS
Lost Tied
Won
Second
.1
0
0
1
Fifth
0
0
1
Seventh
0 ' 0
Fourth .
.1
0
0
Sixth
1
o
0
First
1
0
0
1
Third
0
0
Douglass I
1
0
0
1
Douglass II
C
0
1
Douglass III- 0
,0 '
F. O. C
0
0
0

Buckenmyer
Foster
.

Never before have we seen so
many scratched faces on our1
boys
In respect to the faces
that Bowling Green field was
awfully rough, being raw and
burnt out in most places.

...

Maybe we should be thankful that
is an open date for the
this week-enafter time result bingo.
.
Scots. The injury list is swelling every
John Healy packs a lot of punch day. Captain Ditch has a bad knee,
for a little guy, but he had trouble in Frank Smith suffered a shoulder injury in scrimmage, John Clay threw
out an arm, Roger Stoneburner is suffering from a bad sprain, Rich Sproull
is a walking bundle o
tape, Bill
Glatz's bad leg has earned him the
HAND-KNI- T
name of "one and half step Glatz."
d

Something

,

.
.

LINEMEN

Eicher. Balloon, Prentice, Hoge, Boyer.

;

.

to right tackle for a touchdown. Shinn was not able to penetrate beyond the
placed kicked the extra point to make B.G. 37, Coach John Swigart used
the score
the new substitute rule to wort both
of his hard charging lines to a good
Marazon Worries Wooster
Shinn kicked off for Wooster to advantage.
Wooster started the fourth quarter
Wellner who took the ball on his own
ten and returned it to the B.G. 49 with the ball on their own thirty-five- .
yard line. On the first play Marazon After an exchange of punts the Scots
dropped back and with perfect pro- took possession on their twenty. A
tection shot a long pass to his right pass from Ditch to Shinn was good
end, Bordner, who was well beyond the for five yards. Sproull then lost five
had settled in their seats. Wooster reWooster secondary when he took the at left end. A pass from Kate to
ceived the kiclcoff and after one serball over his shoulder and raced 30 Ditch was good for just short of a
ies of running plays, Capt. Ditch
yards for the Bowling Green second first down on the thirty with fourth
to
punted from his own thirty-sitouchdown. Marazon's placement kick down coming up.' With time getting
Foster who took the ball on the
for the extra point was good, making short Shinn elected to run the ball.
Bowling Green twenty-fiv- e
and after
the score B.G. 14, Wooster
Shinn carried the ball himself and
eluding
several Wooster. tackier i
picked up his interference and raced
yards for a touchdown.
seventy-fiv- e
Foster place kicked the extra point
Bowling Green,
to make the score
with only three minutes gone in the
ball game.
.
Under the direction of Annette
The hockey season has begun with
Wooster's evenly balanced passing
Freeman, Nornie- Dunlap, Mamie a bang. A' large crowd of girls has
and running attack kept the Falcons
Thomas, Lois Wilson, and liss Sad been out driving and dribbling to get
on the defense for the rest of the
dler, changes are being made at the some practice before scrimmage starts.
first quarter.
W. A. A. cabin. Heaving and hoeing
This week the archery club has been
Captain Ditch Scores
all Saturday morning last, a large
getting
the equipment in shape, and
Midway in the second quarter the section of the woods around the cabin
they
are ready to pierce those
Scots took possession of the ball on was. cleared, a council ring rustic now
bull's
eyes. If you are a beginner, cpme
where with log seats was laid
the Bowling Green thirty-siout, and the Tuesday and Thursday at 4 o'clock;
Sielschott had kicked out of bounds. front acreage was raked.' More big
On the first play Kate hit right tackle plans are under way for this Saturday. if' advanced come Monday and
for five yards. Ditch swept around The cabinjs open for groups of girls Wednesday at 4 o'clock.
Everyone wants to"
righferid "with'' HorvathTand Kate In wanting to go out for dinner or the
front of him for a 22 yard gain down night. Just ask to sign up in the of the golf course we have in our own
backyard. '. To learn or to improve,
cabin book at the gym office.
come out to the first tee to the north
- The fall tennis tournament is start
Babcock on Monday and Wednesof
ing. The matches have been posted
day at 4 o'clock.
in the gymnasium. Please get in touch
with your opponent as soon as pos- .. Modem Dance is starting this, week
sible. The games must be played off in Galpin basement for those aspirwithin three days. Sure looks like a ing to limber up. The time is Tuesday
girls playing. and Thursday at 4 o'clock.
fine start with forty-tw7-7-

."
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STATISTICS
.IBG,

WOOSTER

2
First Downs
15
Yards gained by rushing
9
Forward Passes Attempted
Yards gained Forward passing 121
$
Passes intercepted by
0
30.7 Average distance of punts 38.0
13.2 Aver. "distance of punts ret. 43
1
3
Fumbles
1
3
Own fumbles received
1
Field goals attempted
0
Field goals completed
0
0
14
177
28
111

YOUR NUT and
CANDY SHOPPE

v

QppoeSchine'sJTheatre

-

.

A LITTLE BIT OF
EVERYTHING

'.'

At The SHACK

x

New Fall

Women's Athletic Department Hits
New High with Scheduled Sports

7-- 0

SWEATERS
$2.45 to $3.95
You'll want a warm slip-o- n
to wear ,'neath your
new Fall Jacket.

-

Come in and let us show
your our new. complete
line of Rugby Sweaters.

x

"Say It With a Box of Our Candy"

-

'I

'

is all the rage

--

the season progresses.

4.

playing their opponents throughout
the entire game the Scots were kept
behind because of two thrilling plays
executed by the Falcons.
The first of these came early in the
caused Eicher a few anxious moments. first quarter before a crowd of 2,000
Wonder how much of the second
.
THE LINEUP
quarter he remembers?
Those of us who witnesed the
passing ability of Brudzinski here
on our field last year when the
Falcons sunk us to the tune of
26-1- 4
were well aware that Mara- zon's passing could be almost
classed with Brudzinski. Mara- zon's passing kept Wooster on
their toes, and almost took their
breath a few times.

Three

BRENNER BROS.

take-advanta- ge

CITY TAXI

--

8 1 2
DAY and NIGHT

ID

Riding Breeches

LIBERTY "CLEANERS

DAIRY

E A L

MILK

ICE CREAM
319

PHONE

--

COEDS

o

Now you too can enjoy the
advantage of the fine tailoring

BROKEN LENSES

DUPLICATED

I

ear-mar- ks

It's a

TISH-U-KNI- T

from Third Floor
FREEDLANDERS
Loose and long in.
eral luscious shades.

sev-

You'll find SOCKS to
match on First Floor

White Lenses.:..2.00 to 2.50
Tinted Lenses....2,50 to 3.00
Frames repaired while you wait

W. T. WATSON

and quality we have made famous for 45 years of service to

"It Pays

men.

Taliaferro, your barber

Phone

DO YOU KNOW THAT
YOU CAN GET

c-

NICK
AGISTER

-

Room to
SUPER-CHMB- S

Handkerchiefs, Costume Jewelry

with a Third More InJc- n
than average of three
e
pens, due to Parker's patented
One-Han- d
Sacless Vacumatic Filler
well-know-

sac-typ-

AT

'

WOOSTER

Friday and

DAIRIES
1926 Cleveland Road
Phone 911

M. O'Neil Shop

Wooster Theatre

FARM

1. What Pen has, andttlwayn has had, tha Clip that's

Ginger Rogers

Co.

t

Sunday

--

n

non-britt-

h-rm-

Monday-Tuesday

pP1

.

new

all maker vf typewriters At v f

--

,

Ronald Coleman
v -

v
.

..

' --

Anna Lee

in

,

rlz

.

.-

JA
lj

Rodney Court Shoes

One-Ha-

nd

HIM

.

JneU,

They're ready for your inspection
the whole handsome
line-Utugged, brogues, sleek dress shoes, popular play '
in fashion, they- enable you
. All
shoes
to pass. the most critical inspection . . txop in
select
a pair or two now.

.

hrhttllwriiMil
pB to our Um

oa tfc

Contract ancoadltiuK

V ally GnwBtMiB
tb fm

T

up-to-the-min-

"

'My Life With Caroline"
.

?

for Fall for you for distinction, comfort, economy

Wednesday-Thursda- y

tfWe' service

.

$4.50

Presenting

Printed and Engraved Stationery

and Cgrona
Portable Typewriters

Styles

iff--

Spfr Tierney
'Belle Starr"

L. C... Smith

le

"oil-smoo- th"

Randolph Scott

Phone 400

If w?

d"

SUPER-CHARG-

'Torn, Dick and Harry"

.

Bever and North Streets

right at the top, thus holds it low and unexposed in
the pocket ? trimmest for civilian dress and uniforms.
2. What Pen has the
SACLESS Filler, makE
ing room to
with a third mora ink?
If
3. What Pen has the lubricated Point of 14 K
Gold, tipped with
Osmiridinm
that won't wear scratchy aa long aa joa
4. What Pen has the TELEVISION banal that
SHOWS when to refill?
5. What Pen is styled of shimmering Pearl and Jet
RINGS voted the winner of the Vntxcpnteat ty 5
"iir
;
men and girls alike?
College men and women most know all tha answers
because yon buy more Parkers than any other make.
Meataa,tlO
Well, see these latest and most attractive Parkers for
school priced at $2.95 and $3.95 for the Parker Daofold, "HI DeMM?
$5, $8.75 and $ 10 for the Parker Vacumatic. Dont make
JBieterSakOa$S
the mistake of buying ANY until you've tried Parker's
iff
VMtofeM
bBcttft
Filler.
wn. uu.rxa mm k oo.
SSJSIeta
Tbi Ptrker Pea Company,
Wlecoaaia
"One-Han-

'

George Murphy

CONTRACT

Try yourself on this Qnix:

MRS. EARL A. SNYDER, Representative

Saturday

y LIFE

GUARANTEED

Most

The COLLIER PRINTING

IY PAKKIK'S
BLUE DIAMOND

COME TO

THIS WEEK!

FREEDLANDERS

The pool is open for swimming
Tuesday and Thursday nights from
8:30 to 9:30, The swimming club is
forming to practice for meets if there
is sufficient interest in such events.
I hear Munson is going to give the
mermaids a few pointers. Ought to
be interesting!

For Finest Sportswear, Dresses

.

Fish Luncheon
-- 2 5

L

$.95

31

See

Just Two Blocks Off Campus'
Phone 1287-564 Stibbs St.

Smart fabrics in breeches,
Jodhpurs or Chap style's

Optometrist
133 E. Liberty St.

to Look Well"

-

i

and if you haven't time
to make your own sweater, we've found one that
has all the
of
your own work!

.

We'll be waiting to hear results!

ute
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Mrvic
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Editor Issues Instructions
About Senior Pictures;
' Others Meet in Groups

Chorus Accepts
Ten New Girls
';Tenmembcy-hav-

.

bee

e

admitted

into the Girl's Chorus. They are: senior's Ruth Wetsel and Olivia Judson;
juniors

Jo Kiblerj Gloria Parker,

Wilma Oliver,' Peggy Vancej and
Marilyn
Charis Lewis; Sophomores
Palmer, Ruth Gilbert, and Rachel
Shobert.

Throwing the machinery of the
1942 Index into high gear, the heads
of the yearbook announce that the
taking of all class pictures will be
completed
this week. Trt is marks the
.
"" first time
in the history of the Index
that pictures will be taken at such an
early date.
Editor Bob Edwards reports that all
sophomore and junior class pictures
will be taken in the Kauke Quadrangle
tomorrow between 8:30 and 4:30 p.m.
No appointment is necessary. "Just
come and form your own groups,"
were the orders issued by Editor Edwards.
Sophomore groups must contain
four persons and junior groups three.
Pictures must be entirely sophomore
or junior. Pictures including both men
and women will be permitted if desired. '
,
All freshman pictures will be
snapped on Saturday; Freshmen living in dormitories will find their schedules posted on their bulletin boards.
Those freshmen living off campus
must report on the chapel steps at
12 noon, Saturday. It is important
that everyone arrive.
Senior pictures for the 194?
Index will be taken by three dif-- .
ferent photographers, Bob Edwards, Index editor, announced
this week. They are, Snyder's
'
Studio, corner of Liberty - and
Bever streets; Dawson's Studio,
- 202 East Liberty; and Phil Good,
819 Quinby Ave.
The deadline for these pictures
has been set for Saturday, Oct.
25'. Girls are requested to wear
white blouses and the fellows dark
coats and ties and white shirts.
Members of the faculty were photographed this morning in chapel while
- seated id the choiz Jot Attired in their
caps and gowns.

CHAPEL
Friday, Oct.

YMCA Will Conduct

Pres. Charles F. Wish- -

3

"

.

'

t,

r,

i
Vocational guidance programs and
a monthly joint meeting with Y. W.

Monday, Oct. '6 Mrs. Clarice Parm- elee, piano. music. .
4.- -

--

Kei3ay Oct.

7--&-

xhapcljr"-Wednesd-

parate

r
Thursday, Oct.
v

.

Ferm...,..

Chester Barris,

9

Peace Group Plans
Meetings for Year;
Discusses Problems

Bruere.

Organizations Draw.

-

..

,
cab-in-

fu-.tn-

T

Administration Gives

Homecoming Recess

re

d,

Math Club Meets Monday

d

--

Mc-Sweene-

All-Colle-

Tostlebe Gives
Views to S.E.F.

e

the-colleg-

y,

ms

ge

Kappa Mu Epsilon, national honorary mathematics fraternity, will hold
a business meeting at 7 p.m. Monday,
Oct.- - 6, in Taylor hall. All members
are requested to be present at this
first meeting of the year.

,

Self-Gov-

All-Colle-

ge

All-Colle-

ge

,

e

'

All-colleg-

.

up-kee- p

--

off-camp-

"i

us

operatioa.

ir

these-are-four-adminis-

tration

--

i

.

Sat-terthwai-

te,

n

THE

,

b

.

'

H. HAMILTON

-

-

JEWLER

SOCKS
YOU'LL LIKE TO GET

.

.

over-running-i-

t."

--

L

O

'

SEN 10 RS

.

World Developments
Is Topic,

.". .""

Heavy ribbed cotton socks in
plain colors and jumble patterns. Elastic tops that stay up
until you put them down.

--

portrait

PHILIP

et

will elect two members to the
cabinet. This will insure proportional
'
representation.
Plans for cooperation with the Y.W.
in social activities are crystallizing into
a weiner roast and a barn dance to
be held later in the fall. '

,

ed,

--

The officers of the Y.M.C.A."
are Bob West, Haines Reichel,
John Blank, John Smeltz and Bill
Joseph. The freshmen in the near

Arrange Dances

air-condition-

A. program,
Bob West, Y.M. cabinet-presiden- t.'

ZLContributorjLtotherBigFour "wiIIZ
fall into the latter category until they
obtain their official Y.M.C.A. mem- bership card and show special interest
in "Y" activities.
The first meeting of the upperclass-men'- s
"Y" will be held on Monday,
Oct. 5. Pictures of football games will
be shown. Last Wednesday, the f rest
man members of the Y.M. heard the
Kenarden system discussed by Dean

-

Talent

C

An extensive membership-driv- e
will
be carried on in October which. yill
draw members from every class. The
drive will aim to make a distinction
between "active" and "associate" mem. '
bers.

musical program.

.

Write

feature

jJing

wi-Jtutstfli-

accordingato

(

College Secures
Overholt Estate
On Upper Beall

r

of the .year's Y. M.
Prof. Vergilius

Oct.
T-A-

C.A;

ay,

Officers for the coming year are:
president, Barbara Hogg (
Louise Stewart J secretary-treasureMartha Milburn', and publicity
manager, Eileen Palmer.
The Peace Service Fellowship will
The disciplinary committee consists
of Martha McCreight, Jean Strattqn, hold its first meeting Sunday morning
and Helen Haas with Barbara Hogg at 8:45 in the Music room. Several
members of the group will speak on
Three new instructors appointed to the faculty of the College of Wooster and the newly named college health as chairman.
the
purpose and accomplishments if
advisory
The
board
Jane
includes
above,
rrom left to right they ate: Dr. W. Gordon Dustan, instructor in English; John A.
director are pictured
Hutchinson, instructor in philosophy; Herman L. Meyer, Jr., instructor in mathematics; and Dr. George W. Jacoby, Robinson, Priscilla Hughes, and Cath- the organization, and will present a
Jr., health director. Courtesy Daily Record.
.
syllabus of future aims and activities.
erine Compton, plus the officers.
The Girl's Chorus is breaking traThe Fellowship is interested i n
dition this year by having a gir.1 as studying the causes of strife and disClass Song;
Frosh
its manager. Virginia Witzler is tak- harmony and the methods of alleviatDorms Contribute
ing
over with Jean Stratton as her ing them. They are working to proTo
assistant.
mote peace and good will in all huFreshman counsellors under the diwill
Mary
Balloon
be
the
accompanman relations, starting with the indi1941-4Dance dates for the
2
school
"
"
rection p Erdine Maxwell have in- year have been
ist.
vidual
and spreading in an ever widenannounced by Miss
itiated a movement' to compose a Rachel MacKenzie, dean of women.
ing circle to include family, commun(Continued from Page 1 )
ity, nation and ultimately the world.
theme song for the class of '45. Each The dates were determined bya drawFrick. The building is insulated
They
are not only opposed to this
Friday,
Sept. 26, to which each
ing held
against the outside heat and cold, is freshman women's, dormitory was
the selfish isolationist viewwar,
from
section and dorm sent representatives.
has automatic heat, asked to present one at their recent
point,
but
to all conflagrations which
This fall there are one or two dancand is equipped with an elevator.
picnic.
down
drag
and deny that of the
man
es each week-enbut in the spring
(Continued from Page 1 )
Carefully landscaped, the entire
is
which
him.
in
past
These songs already written, and each week-enaverages three formats. Roy
I. Grady is chairman, while the
yard and gardens are provided with
Discussions on world economies,
ones whichirosh men are expected to Theschedulejofjlances isjis follows; ether members
are Prof. Emetine
an automatic sprinkling system, built
ecbrioffiie-systeand governmental
October
John D. McKee, Clayton S. policies will be held. Programs studyinto the ground, and turned on from compose will be, presented at an all 3- - Fifth Section
informal
college sing in the near future. '
Ellsworth, and Prof. N. O. Rowe.
the basement of the house.
ing the problems of the sharecropper,
10 Voice informal
The Conservatory at its present loCommittee Appointed
the immigrant, - the minority group,
18
dance
cation on the corner of Beall Ave.
A special campus decorations com the conscientious objector, the laborer,
't
24 Men's
formal
and Bowman St., about a half-milmittee
has been asked by the Alumni feeding Europe, and post-wa- r
preparNovember
from the campus, is on the former
office
to set up decorations at key ation and reconstruction
1
are being
dance
points on the campus. This committee planned.
property of the late Capti John H.
7 Holden formal
Kaiike. The building was the residence
is composed of Bea Lockwood, chair
dance
At Sunday Evening Forum, Oct. 8
la order, to put their theories into
of Capt. Kauke and was given by him
Barbara Crothers, Jane Cotton,
man;
5, Dr. A. S. Tostlebe, head of the 14 Sophomore formal
constructive action and to justify
to
in 1898. In recent years,
Dave Alter and Jack Mellin.
e
dance
economics department, will present 15
the word "service" in their name, the
the college has encountered considerSaturday, Oct. 18 will be the annual
the econo'mist's view of several aspects December
will continue several proorganization
able difficulty in the
Homecoming when Wooster will play
of the of
the present world situation. The 12 Off Campus frosh girl's formal
jects which were started last year along
building. Location
bCase at Wooster. The dorm decora
with
meeting opens promptly at 7 p.m. in 18 Christmas formal
with as many new ones as opportuniaccompanying sacrifice of time, has Scott
tions for Homecoming must be up
auditorium, Taylor hall, and February
ties
present. Last year the Fellowship
always been a disadvantage to tfie
by Friday, Oct. 17. The judges for
6
Douglass formal
closes at 8 p.m.
collected clothing for the American
CoflS&rwirory.
mem
Briefly
Tostlebe will take up the' IfSvJens.aiiJ Women's .Glee Ciuh
Frends Service J&mmhteearied, to
"
As to the practice house, nothing
bers and four students: ' MissMar- formal
changes in economic life coming as a
create interest in the Hoover plan;
has been definitely decided. Either the
guerite Mull, Miss Kathleen Lowry,
consequence of the war, touching es- 27 8th Section formal
started church services in a small desArthur Murray, and William F. Kief,
Spanish Teachers Meet garage at the back of the Overholt pecially the changes brought on by March
titute community nearby, and coresidence will be rebuilt, or an en
ferj Margaret Sherrard, Cameron
the defense program, such as housing, 6 Babcock formal
On Saturday, Oct. 4 the North-East-erwith the local Y.W.C.A. by
operated
tirely new building will be constructed.
Jerry Stryker and Tink
13
Second section formal
wages, prices, inflation and governOhio chapter of the American
volunteering
services at the local ComIn the case of, the latter, says Prof.
Carter.
Fifth section formal
Association of Teachers of Spanish
ment financing of defense.
munity Center.
Rowe, it is probable that a small rewill meet here for lunch in Babcock
Dr. Tostlebe spent the first seven 20 Ninth section formal
The Peace Service Fellowship welcital hall will be included, where pro
halL Both high schooLand college inmonths of 1941 on sabbatical leave, April
Radio Skit is Feature
comes anyone to this open meeting
grams may. be presented, and where
in Washington, as a Senior Agricul- 10 Seventh section formal
structors will attend the first fall meet-in- g
urges all interested persons to atcollege teachers and outsiders may
Of Apprentice Meeting and
Sixth section formal
of this organization. Mrs. Webtural Economist in the Bureau of
tend.
lecture. At present, he says, there is
Agricultural Economics. He wrote sev- 17 Spring formal
ster Browning, a retired missionary
great need for this type of1 room.
Freshman Apprentices, the freshman
formal
eral articles for the bureau's bulletin. 24 All-clufrom Buenos Aires, will speak on
Transfer to the new property will
Index Calls Freshmen
dramatic
society, will meet for the
Hoover formal
some phase of Spanish culture.
Last. Sunday, Sept. 28, at "Sunday
not be immediate. Among numerous Evening
first
Tuesday
time
7
p.m.
in
next
at
Forum, Prof. Aileen Dun- May
arrangements yet to be made is the ham, of
All freshmen interested in working
Taylor hall. The regular meetings will
the history department, in 1 Junior Prom
installation of three organs into the summing
the Index staff are urged to aton
place
take
Tuesday
the
second
of
on
up the historian's view said, . 8 Annex' formal
F.
,
'
,
',
Overholt buildings Of .these,, two are !'I
tend
a meeting in the Index office
the
month.
liderHr havingrnore trouble-in-runni- ng
'Third section .iormaLJ
comparatively new instruments, the
-At
basemenrc'f ths libfarar4:3'0-p.minlhe
the
duties
the
first
meeting,
of
15
May Queen's Formal
Europe' than he had in,
J
one purchased last yearr"A --third in
Watch, dock, & Jewelry Repairing
Friday.
The Index, the college
will
the
members
be
explained,
fol
Then-with-- an
optimistic 22 First section formal
215 E Liberty
strument, over 20 years old, will no view of the
is
yearbook,
by Bob Edwards.
pseudo-radiedited
lowed
Phone 893-by
skit
enas
a
Fourth section formal
war's outcome she spoke
doubt be turned in for a newer one.
Rogers
is
Herbert
business
manager.
the
first
After
tertainment.
two
meetof the problems of adjustment afterwill
drawn
be
ings,
roll
and
up;,
a
wards.:
The date for the regular staff meetafter November, the meetings will be ing .will be announced some time next
closed except to those on the roll.
week.
German Club Meets
of Group The Apprentice group gives freshmen a chance to do stage work and to
German club held its first meeting
The
club
International
held
first
its
For an INDEX
Plays presented by the group will
act.
of outstanding quality
The Original
of the semester in lower Babcock
meeting of the year Wednesday, Oct. be directed by the acting and diMonday, Sept. 29, at 7 p.m. After the 1
at 7:30p.m. in lower Babcock. For- recting class.
singing of a few German songs, the eign students
HAMBURGER
on the campus were
On Jan.- 9 the group, will give an
unusually large crowd was, entertained
guests. As in previous years they have evening performance
open to the
"RvJ Tfi
Rio6 Full"- - OC
with solos
Virginia Witzler, Mar- been invited to be members of the public. Tryouts will be held immediate819 QUIMBY AVENUE
tha Milburn, and Howard Shaw. Mrs. club
:..,'.:!.
ly after Thanksgiving vacation, and
Dan Parmelee and Grace Ohki were
Phone 736-The topic of the evening was "In- the Cast will be drawn exclusively from
By Appointment Only
the accompanists. The club will meet
ternational Developments since June". the club's roll.
.. . '.
every other Monday at the same time. Barbara Rugen presented the facts
Dr. Detbert Lean and Mr. Arthur
from Europe; Dave Reeder, the Far Kaltenborn will be in charge of the
East; and Mary Lou Chalfant, the club.
Forms
Petition
Available
Get Your Favorite Bands on Records. Good
Selection in stock
' .
United States.
At the last meeting in May the new
Petition of nomination forms for
freshman Student Senators may be officers were installed. They are: Mary
from senate ejection chairman, Lou Chalfant, president; Dottie Rob
had
Southeast Corner of the Square .
John Smeltz, on Monday, Oct. 6. ins, secretary; Jim Donaldson, trea-- .
Headquarters for Records. Music, Winm
Signed by at least 47 names, they surer; and Margaret Ahreris, program
aHSuppliea,
must be returned by 10 a.m. Monday, chairman. The next meetTngof the
club will be held Wednesday, Oct. 15.
Oct. 13.
vice-presiden-

Membership Drive

'"

--

----.

Three New Instructors and Health Director Join Edculty

Index Schedules
Photographs for

.--

Tcie Four

39c

For

C. GOOD

-)C

-

ty

pair

Annat's

.

L
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.
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HAMBURGER IIIII

The Wayne Counly

.

The HOFFMAN Company

National Bank
Public Square and West Liberty

OFFICERS
E. C. LANDES,
E. C.

Watch Repairing

-

--

JEWELER

Sweaters to go with? all your suits, your
skirts . . . to top your casual frocks on
chilly days! See them all . . . Choose dressy
sweaters

.

. .

classics

. . .

sailor collar

In novelty knits, angora woolens.
Pullovers, cardigans . . waist, hip length
lng short sleeved. In all the newest
colors. But choose them now . . .

t

C. G. WILLIAMS,

President

CHAS. I. CORRELL,
and Trust Officer
Vice-Pre-

.

26c per.oz.

C. J. KING, Ass't Cashier

WOOLCRAFT SHOP

MEMBER

S. E. Corner Public Square
965--

Federal Reserve System
Federal Deposit Insurance

W

Corporation
----

--

s.

W. J. BERTOLETTE, Cashier

PHONE

144

W. North St.

Jf

MM

vV

DIRECTORS
DAVID TAGGART
Trust Officer
1

ROBERT R. WOODS
Ass't Trust Officer
WALTER C. JONES
Ass't Trust Officer

"

Capable instructors to guide you
all the way..
Yarns as low as

i

H

THOMAS J. LANDES, Sec'y ..
to the Board

,

WOOSTER, OHIO

4

s.

C. E.' SHEARER, Ass't Cashier

Banking & Trust
Company

types.

Vice-pre-

W. G. GERLACH, Asst Cashier

ST.
Diamonds

COMMERCIAL

t'

ROBERT R.. WOODS, Cashier

221 EAST LIBBRTY

Parker Pens

President

EDMUND SECREST,

Jewelry

GEO. H. TAHM

KNIT YOUR OWN

DIX,

Vice-presiden-

there is a Reason
Why

we

.

.

.

.

.

.

have beeri able to do business for over 47 years.

We think it may be on account of satisfied customers.

"ONLY THE BEST IS OUR STANDARD" in all things
that enter into the making of all classes of Photographs.

DAWSON
PHOTO STUDIO
Opposite Hotel Wooster

TRUST OFFICERS
E. S. LANDES

E. C, DIX
C. L. LANDES

.

DAVID A. TAGGART
EDMUND SECREST

JOHN D. OVERHOLT

MEMBER
Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation
Federal Reserve System

